Marketing Calendar
An in-depth guide
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Power Tips: All-In-One Marketing Calendar
Congrats! You’ve decided to use CoSchedule’s Marketing Calendar to organize all of your marketing
activity in one place.
This Power Tips Guide will answer FAQs for getting started with CoSchedule. We’ll cover the basics
and best practices that have helped marketing teams successfully manage projects and campaigns in
using the Marketing Calendar.
Let’s get started!

Why Do I Want A Unified Calendar?
Before CoSchedule, you probably planned and scheduled projects in a series of spreadsheets, publishing tools, and Google Calendars. We like to call this “Makeshift Marketing.” And it’s the #1 problem
CoSchedule will help you solve.
Think through the tools you’re currently using to plan your marketing calendar. These might include:
• Spreadsheets
• Google Calendars
• Google Docs
• Trello
• Evernote
• Smartsheet
• Outlook
• And more.

To get started in CoSchedule, review these tools and add these projects and events to your calendar.
This will give your entire team a unified view of your whole Marketing Calendar in one place.
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With CoSchedule’s Marketing Calendar, you can view your social media calendar, events calendar,
blog schedule, email cadence, and other important marketing projects side-by-side.
This unified calendar gives your team access to:
• Projects and campaigns planned and scheduled over the next week, month, and beyond
• Clear understanding of timelines, deadlines, and publish dates
• Every planned social message, email campaign, etc. to ensure the right balance of messages is
Vsending to your audiences
Making it easy for your team to make strategic decisions about scheduling new projects, taking on
new requests, and updating timelines.

What Projects Should I Add To My Calendar?
The right answer: everything.
Your Marketing Calendar should serve as the “Source of Truth” for your marketing team.
It’s easy to think about adding social messages or blog posts, but you should add all of the marketing
activity to your calendar.
In CoSchedule, you can see your tasks, get updates on projects, and access resources and project
updates in real-time - without having to dig through emails or other tools.
Customize your project types to fit the needs of your team. Think about the work your team does on a
recurring basis, and start with those project types.
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These may include:
• Blog Posts
• Social Media Campaigns
• Landing Pages
• Emails (Newsletters, Campaigns, Automation, etc.)
• Advertising (Print, Digital, Social, Retargeting, etc.)
• Print Work (Business Cards, Infographics, Brochures, Postcards, etc.)
• Videos
• Reports
• Events (Checklists, Promotion, Deliverables, swag, etc.)
To define the best project types for your team, check out our Project Types Power Tips.
Next, enable integrations to automatically add existing projects to your calendar - even if they’re not
scheduled through CoSchedule. This includes social media messages, HubSpot or WordPress blog
posts, or emails from Mailchimp, Campaign Monitor, etc.
Marketing teams are responsible for a lot of work; if you map it out in CoSchedule, everyone has a
clear, accurate picture of your team’s capacity, project timelines, and promotion plans.
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How Do I Organize My Calendar?
The goal of your calendar is to easily be able to identify projects and how they relate to the work your
team is doing.
This can be done by customizing your calendar using custom project types, color labels, tags, and
sub-calendar views.
This cuts the clutter and confusion out of your calendar, and lets your team segment work by topic,
team members, project types, and more.
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To get started on organizing your calendar, check out the following Power Tips:
• Project Types Power Tips
• Color Labels Power Tips
• Tags Power Tips
• Sub-Calendar View Power Tips

Can I Create Custom Calendars?
By adding multiple calendars, you separate your team’s tasks and projects into multiple workspaces.
This segmentation makes managing priorities and work difficult.
Instead of creating multiple calendars, add sub-calendar views to your Marketing Calendar.

Create custom “Calendars” as sub-calendar views. Some ideas may include:
• Social Media Calendar
• Blog Calendar
• Events Calendar
• Sales Projects Calendar
• And more
There’s a ton of customization in sub-calendar views, so you can build as many as you need to focus
in on the work you care about most.
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Who Should I Add To My Marketing Calendar?
As you get started, you have to determine who you should invite as a user in CoSchedule.
Most teams add their entire marketing team. We recommend adding anyone who is actively involved
in your project workflows.
Think of every stage of your process - writing, designing, reviewing, approving, etc.
These people may include:
• Marketing Managers, Directors, VPs
• Marketing/Communication Specialists
• Graphic Designers
• Blog Manager
• Social Media Strategists
• Copywriters
• PR Specialists
• Media Buyers
• Inbound Marketers
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If you work with contractors or freelancers, you can add them as a Guest User instead of giving them
full access to your calendar. This limits their access to their projects only.
Internal stakeholders - like the VP of Sales or Head of HR - don’t need to be added to your calendar.
Instead, share read-only views of your calendar with them to keep them informed on their projects
(while filtering out the info they shouldn’t see).

For a full breakdown of user roles and permissions - visit our help doc.
To learn more best practices, checkout our full list of Power Tips.
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Power Tips: Project Types
Projects are what you do every day.
It’s the meat of your marketing strategy…
It’s the reason behind your success.
And we know that the projects you and your team work on are anything but generic!
With Project Types, you can customize your content to reflect what you AND your team care about
(no generic, one size fits all stuff).
Your team creates content and projects that are unique to your industry and company. And you’ve got
a long list of recurring projects on your to-do list every month.
If you’re in a Professional or Enterprise plan, you have the option to create custom project types for
your project menu. You can update your project menu and add new types in your calendar settings in
CoSchedule.
Not sure what to add? Here are a few examples of custom project types that users have added to their
calendars.

Design Projects
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Product Marketing

PR Projects

Long-Form Content
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Sales Resources

Advertising

Custom Reports
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Research

Email + Beyond

Once you’ve identified and added your project types to CoSchedule, you can customize them even
further by adding default attachments.
Ready to create your own custom project types? Jump into CoSchedule to update your project settings.
Need a little extra help? This help doc will walk you through creating your own project types.
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Power Tips: Color Labels
With custom color labels, you can categorize everything on your calendar in a way that works best for
your team. Need a little inspo?

We’ve compiled a list of some of the most successful ways real marketing teams use color labels in
CoSchedule.
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Color Labels For Specific Departments
This option works well for any marketing team that creates collateral for multiple departments across
their organization - which can be applied to just about every marketing team.

*If you’re not sure what color label strategy will work best for you, this is the perfect solution.
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Color Labels For Multi-Department Marketing Teams
Have multiple internal marketing teams? Create color labels to organize projects by the team that
owns them.
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Color Labels For Different Content Themes
If your team creates projects that need to reach multiple audiences or achieve different goals, one of
these color label strategies might work for you.

By Location
If you want to reach audiences across the region, country, or globe, create labels to organize
your projects by location.
This strategy works great for companies that create local and national messaging, deliver
content across multiple time zones, or create content in different languages.
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For Nonprofits
Your organization might have unique audiences that have very different needs, deliverables,
and goals. Create a color label to group these projects together.
For example, nonprofits want to find volunteers, raise money, and share their mission.
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For Higher Education
Higher Education is another industry with specific audiences. Make sure you’ve got a good
balance of projects or social promotion for each internal college to keep stakeholders happy.
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By Content Topic
Many marketing teams have cornerstone projects or content pillars that build their core
strategy. Which means you probably have ongoing recurring projects and campaigns like
monthly newsletters or weekly vlogs.
Use color labels to organize different campaigns of the same project type.
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Color Labels for Clients
If you’re an agency or freelancer, create a color label for each client.
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Color Labels by Project Status
Some teams have created an internal color coding system to label content through the
production process. They can quickly view the status of their active projects by color on the
calendar.
This option works great for publishers and industries with strict compliance guidelines or
required approvals - such as insurance and finance.
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Ready to customize your color labels? Jump into CoSchedule to update your settings.
Need a little extra help? Learn how to add or change your color labels.
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Power Tips: Tags
Use tags to group related posts, messages, and projects together to segment work in a way that
makes sense for your team and stakeholders.
Not sure where to start with tags? We’ve got you covered.
Helpful Hint: Tags build an added layer of classification on top of your color labels. If you haven’t defined your color labels yet, start with our Color Labels Power Tips and then dive into tags.

Create Your Tag Strategy
Before you begin adding a ton of tags in CoSchedule, you’ll want to define how your team should use
them. We’ve outlined a few of the most popular ways our customers use tags to group and classify
their work to help you outline your tagging strategy.

Target Audience
Like most marketing teams - you are probably trying to reach multiple audiences through your marketing efforts.
Add a tag for each target audience to track what work your team is doing to reach them where they’re
at.

Target Audience
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Stage of Marketing Funnel

Content Themes
Other teams use tags to segment projects by specific content themes or pillars that are relevant to
their business.
Think of the themes and topics that consistently drive your marketing - these may work well as tags.

General Example
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Finance

Healthcare
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Marketing Objectives + Goals
Or group together projects that are aimed towards achieving specific marketing goals or objectives.

There are no limitations to how many tags you create. But it helps if the purpose behind each tag is
intentional and well defined to make sure your team uses them consistently.

Create Focused Calendar Views
Once you’ve created your tags and shared your strategy with your team, it’s time to add them to your
projects.
One of the top benefits of using tags is to create sub-calendar views based on your tags. This allows
you to focus in on the content you want to see (and filter out the work you don’t).
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Now you can quickly visualize messages, projects, and campaigns scheduled and planned for each
tag.
Bonus Tip: You can also create sub-calendar views with additional filters to weed out content by project type, color label, team members, etc. Learn more in our sub-calendar views power tips.

Share Updates With Stakeholders
Once your tag-specific sub-calendar views are created, share these calendar views with your stakeholders using Read-Only Calendars.
For example, if you’ve got a Sales Team interested in what you’re working on for a specific audience,
share a read-only view with them to keep them in the loop on plans and progress.
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These shared views can help you stay connected with your stakeholders throughout the entire process and update in real-time.
Bonus Tip: Learn more about Read-Only Views in our Power Tips.

Create Custom Reports
You can even utilize tags to create custom social reports.
If you add tags to your social campaigns, you can build custom Social Engagement reports based on
tags.
This works great for tracking the performance of social messages targeting specific initiatives or
audiences.

Tags can transform how your team views, shares, and reports on projects. Start creating tags to get
organized!
Not sure how to create tags? Reference this help doc.
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Power Tips: Sub-Calendar Views
Sub-calendar Views segment projects and campaigns on your calendar in an uncluttered, filtered view
- showing you exactly what you want want to see quickly.

Here are the most popular sub-calendar views teams add to their calendars.
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Project Type
Sometimes you need to see the cadence of specific projects - i.e. email marketing, social media, blog
posts, etc. Create a sub-calendar view for certain project types to make sure you’re hitting your publishing goals and ensure projects stay aligned with your overall marketing goals.
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Email
Works great for email marketers.

Social Media
Works great for social strategists.
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Events
Works great for proactive planning. Add company and industry events to your calendar as reminders
to create promotional content. Use this view when proactively planning content for the next week,
month, or quarter.
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Multiple Teams + Stakeholders
This option works well for marketing teams creating collateral and managing projects for different
stakeholders - i.e. multiple departments, clients, etc.
To take full advantage of sub-calendar views for these groups, create color labels and/or tags to categorize content by team or department. Use these settings to create custom sub-calendar views.
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For Teams With Multiple Marketing Teams
If you have multiple teams working in CoSchedule, create sub-calendar views for each internal team
to keep things organized.
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For Teams With Multiple Stakeholders
Your team may have multiple stakeholders and/or audiences you’re trying to reach. Make sure you
have a good balance of projects and social promotion for each department to keep key stakeholders
happy and engaged.
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Clients
Agencies and freelancers can create sub-calendar views for each client they work with. Now you can
easily see the projects and campaigns active (and in progress) for each of your customers.

Bonus Tip: Share read-only links to these sub-calendar views with stakeholders to give them an overview of their marketing projects and social promotion.
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Private Views
To get a focused view on your work, create a private sub-calendar view that includes the tasks and
projects you are responsible for.
Create a filter by “Team Member” and select yourself from the list. Save it as a private view by unclicking the “Share view with my team” box. This way it won’t get added to everyone’s sub-calendar views
list.

You can be creative and build as many views as your team needs to stay organized and strategic.
Now you’re ready to create your first sub-calendar view. Go to your CoSchedule calendar to get
started.
Need a little extra help? Learn how to create custom sub-calendar views in our help docs.
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Power Tips: Read-Only Views
Use CoSchedule’s read-only links to share projects, campaigns, dashboards, and calendars with stakeholders, clients, and other team members who don’t have access to CoSchedule.
Here are a few ways real teams use read-only views.
Note: Read-Only Views are available in Growth plans and up. Read-Only Marketing Campaigns are
available for Professional and Enterprise plans.

Share Updates In Stakeholder Meetings
Instead of spending time creating presentations, taking screenshots, and building out project timelines
for stakeholder, client, or department meetings, share a read-only link to your calendar, marketing
campaign, or project.
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This gives execs a real-time update of the projects you’re working on. And by sharing the link with
them after the meeting, they’ll continue to have access to project status in real-time as your team
makes updates and changes.
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Share Content For Feedback
You have projects that need feedback from upper management or a client. And it can be a pain to
compile every file and send them via email for approval.
Instead, jump into any project and create a read-only link that includes all attachments.

Now anyone can review the copy, video, audio files, or images you’ve created for your project - even
if they don’t have access to CoSchedule.
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Review Social Messages
You can also create read-only versions of any social campaign on your calendar.
Instead of reviewing a series of social messages in a spreadsheet or series of screenshots, your client
or approver can see an actual mockup of what each social message will look like once published;
making it easier to actually give specific feedback.
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Share Real-Time Project Updates With Internal Stakeholders
**Available for plans with the Kanban Project Dashboard.
Create saved views of your Kanban Project Dashboard for internal teams to give anyone real-time
access to their project requests.
Example: Create a “Sales Team” saved view of your Kanban Project Dashboard to give the sales team
a read-only view of their project requests. They can reference this read-only link any time to see what
stage of the production process their request is at - instead of sending you email after email for an
update.
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Make A Case For Hiring Additional Resources
**Available for plans with the Team Management Dashboard
Share read-only versions of your Team Management Dashboard with your VP to showcase your team’s
efficiency and workload.

This can help you make a case when you need to hire an intern or additional staff, prioritize projects in
queue, or showcase all of the projects your team executes in a given week.
Whether you need to share important marketing details with a client...your supervisor...or a contributor
outside the calendar...
Now it’s easier than ever to share the RIGHT details, at the right level.
Need a little extra help? Learn more about read-only links.
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Power Tips: Marketing Campaigns
Marketing campaigns are a beast! With so many moving parts AND a dozen plus tasks associated with
each piece. Staying on track and meeting your deadlines can be challenging.
It’s a lot to manage! And when those moving parts span across multiple dates + multiple pieces of
content...well, I’m not gonna say you’ll be burned out...but it isn’t sustainable.
Use CoSchedule’s marketing campaigns to get everything organized in one place! Consolidate everything into a single campaign, so you can focus on executing vs. tracking things down.
Plus you’ll get a visual timeline of every project on the calendar, so you can effectively plan out days,
weeks, and months in advance (without overbooking your team).

Here are some examples of marketing campaigns teams are creating on calendars in CoSchedule.

Note: Marketing Campaigns are available for our Professional, Enterprise, and Team Pro plans.
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PR Announcement Campaign
Have a big PR announcement to make?
It could be anything big or small like these:
• New Hire Announcement
• Major Event
• Major Donor
• Historic Accomplishment
• Award Recognition
• New Product Launch
• New Service Launch
• Philanthropic Partnership Announcement
• Announce a Speaker
• New Logo
These launches typically require a lot of moving pieces to work together. And they often happen simultaneously.
Here’s an example of a marketing campaign managing projects for the upcoming launch of a company’s new logo.
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Pro Tip: The screenshots of marketing campaigns are in read-only view. Create read-only links of
campaigns to easily share them with stakeholders, clients, etc. - without having to worry about them
changing things on your calendar.
Keep things organized by using a marketing campaign to corral of the misc. projects together, so you
don’t miss a single to-do before the big announcement.

Employee Recruitment
Sometimes your goals are more specific - like recruiting new employees to join your team.
Add everything you might need to drum up applicants such as new business card designs, an employee culture video, and the upcoming job fair inside your marketing campaign.
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Event Promotion
If you’re an organization or business that hosts and promotes events, you’ll really love marketing campaigns.
Add any event as a marketing campaign including:
• Grand Opening Celebration
• Conferences
• Retreat
• Company Holiday Party
• Seminars, Training Events, Certification Opportunities, etc.
• Open House
• Social Events
• Or any special event.

This will help you make sure you’re promoting your event in advance (if you need to) AND that every
pre-event (and post-event) project is ready in time for the big day.
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Now it’s time to get your campaigns organized. Add your first marketing campaign to your calendar.
Need a little extra help? Learn more about marketing campaigns in our help docs.
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